Beatles era resurfaces in new musical

Stephen Colbert publishes his first book with familiar satire
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In 2005, Stephen Colbert left Comedy Central to host the Emmy-winning “The Colbert Report.” Colbert, a self-described “Americanumorist,” has received numerous awards since then. Last year, he released his first book, “I Am America (And So Can You!),” parodying conservative punditry in the style of “The Colbert Report.” Colbert’s genius is in his ability to comment on contemporary issues from a humorous perspective, making his satirical insights relevant and entertaining. Colbert’s book is full of humor and subtext similar to “The Word” segment on the show, though not always as poignant or funny. His new book, “America: The Book,” is similarly filled with subtext and wordplay. In the book, Colbert explores numerous social and political issues, making his exaggerated viewpoints both relatable and hilarious in a way that is often satirical and biting. Much of the book’s humor is found in satirical poems, which are included, along with numerous original songs and extensive references to pop culture. Colbert’s new book is a humorous and entertaining read, with the creative format and subtext similar to “The Colbert Report.”

Cirrus footnotes and random thoughts litter the side of the margins, creating a slightly lesser-similar to “The Word” segment on the show, though not always as poignant or funny.”
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